The use of ICT in learning language for specific purposes

Summary: Globalization as a 20th century phenomenon continued intensively in the 21st century and - coupled with a substantial economic crisis - has led to massive migration of experts around the world. Together, these phenomena have forced people to seek employment not only in different cities but also in different countries and continents. Furthermore, scientists and researchers are changing their places of residence to do joint researches, which are intensifying in the XXI century. These migrations have led to a growing need for learning foreign languages, and not only the spoken language: oftentimes, people have to learn language for specific purposes to be able to have successful communication with their colleagues from other countries.

Development of modern technologies has changed the way we learn language. Learning is no longer static, classroom-bound, relying on textbooks and teachers. It uses multimedia while applying ICT and is quite often done online, with a teacher who is, of course, still present, but whose role has undergone a complete change, and a new one is also being adapted to alterations, embracing the advantages of the new technologies utilization in the language learning processes, especially in learning language for specific purposes.

The aim of the paper is to show the lecturers’ role in foreign languages teaching, the use of ICT in foreign languages instruction, and the teacher-student relationship. The results of the survey and statistical data show that students have a great interest in learning LSP online, which is particularly popular among the employed. Hence, we can conclude that IT and ICT greatly facilitate and improve LSP learning, since materials and courses are available at all times, and their number is constantly rising.
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Introduction

The modern time, 21st century and globalization have led to a series of changes in lifestyle and in the way we do business. In many ways, these changes have also had a profound effect on education. Whether it is learning a foreign language for general or for specific purposes, ICT is considered an almost indispensable part of teaching. Great many researches have been undertaken in the last two decades on the subject matter of ICT and a conclusion we may draw is that ICT is recognized and accepted as an important element of foreign language instruction (Zhao, 2003). The changes in modern technology, which are happening on an almost daily basis, have brought considerable alterations in the LSP teaching structure. The Web is no longer a place one only uses to read. It has become a place where one reads, writes, listens, and speaks, an ideal place for learning language for specific purposes where all four language skills are being equally perfected and developed.

The purpose of this paper is to show examples of good practice and adequate use of ICT in foreign language teaching, with special emphasis on LSP. The work will feature the results of a survey, the purpose of which was to point to the importance and prevalence of the Internet in foreign language teaching, and pinpoint the drawbacks listed by respondents which should facilitate future improvement.

Methods

This paper will present research important for the application of ICT, mostly in foreign language teaching. By analyzing and synthesizing the recent results, and using statistical data and results obtained through the survey, this paper will illustrate the importance of the use of ICT in foreign language teaching, as well as the changes related to work and relationship between the professor and the student. The change in the manner of work, as well as the motivation of students, who generally learn language for specific purposes to be able to advance in a particular job, resulted in the relationship between the student and the professor becoming a partnership (Vučo, et al 2009). The motivation of students is raised to a higher level, and with the availability of materials on the Internet being unlimited and ceaseless (24/7), students themselves become programme creators, while professors assume the role of coordinators.

Traditional vs. online foreign language learning

A traditional manner of learning foreign languages, which implied an active role of a teacher and a passive role of a student (Warrschauer, Meskill, 2000) today is completely replaced with a new and a different mode of work. The traditional manner of work underwent a gradual change, in accordance with the novelties and changes that happened slowly over the years. Unlike that process, the changes of today are happening almost on a daily basis and teachers are expected to adapt to them and use information technologies while working with the digital generation (Davies, Elder, 2006: 82). The research conducted at a university in Belgrade showed that students have expressed considerable interest in enrolling in online courses and foreign language courses, which entail an active use of computers and electronic devices. However, as a drawback or a fault of this method of work they cited the inability to get answers and explanations the moment they make a mistake and absence of teachers who would point to the error straight away (Radić Branisavljević, Milovanović, 2014).

A large number of researches have shown that the absence of communication with a professor in real time and the inability to give a feedback have led to a loss in motivation in great many foreign language students and their dropping online courses, which is further substantiated by a large number of online courses being left unfinished (Stanić,
It is precisely because of this that many argue that in the classroom students motivate each other and foster competitive spirit, which strengthens the motivation in course attendants.

ICT in learning language for specific purposes

The use of ICT in teaching a foreign language and a language for specific purpose pose two most frequent challenges which foreign language teachers face. Namely, the majority of faculties of philology teach or have taught language for general purposes, and it is towards the end of graduate studies that foreign language students have encountered for the first time some modern articles containing specialized terminology. However, currently the situation in the market is such that there is an increasing demand for studying language for specific purpose. In the last few years foreign languages have been taught at nearly all faculties. But, it is not seldom that LSP teachers have completed LGP courses in their studies (Vučo, et al, 2009), and hence require additional training to master language for specific purposes. Unlike students who study the language for general purposes, students who study language for specific purposes are additionally motivated. Namely, for these students a foreign language is necessary means for achieving their utmost end: making progress at work and in a particular profession, therefore the thirst for knowledge and passing and ultimately acquiring internally-recognized certificates tie in with the desire to climb up the career ladder and obtain a job abroad.

In conversation through Skype, teachers are able to continuously master their language skills and keep up with the way their colleagues across the world work.

The preparation of teaching material for LSP is a serious commitment and responsibility for teachers. Considering that course attendants or college students are planning to advance their knowledge or work abroad, it is highly likely that their expectations from professors will be much higher. In the light of the fact that professors sometimes have to seek help from students, when encountering some specialized terms, it is then that the role of teachers changes and they become coordinators and partners in the teaching process, as well as people who are learning something they had no previous knowledge of (Vučo, et al, 2009: 575).

Many textbooks, aspiring to meet the contemporary market demand halfway, are business-focused from the beginner’s level (A1) and students learn business terminology in a foreign language from the very start. In this case, the teacher’s job is much easier. However, if a professor uses a textbook for LGP and teaches students business terminology
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tied to a specific profession, the preparation of material can take up a lot of time.

It is important to gradually introduce terminology and business situations students may encounter. This implies reading and translating specialized terminology, writing business letters, emails, preparing CVs and motivational letters in the target language and the like.

Cloud computing (Dropbox, Internet) is a new technology that enables access and sharing different kinds of folders and materials independent of the user’s location. All needed information is contained in “the cloud” which users may easily access wherever they are. All they need is a computer and the Internet. There is no longer need to save, keep, record data, burn them on discs or save in removable usb flash drives. A well-known Dropbox service is closely linked to the aforestated as this is yet another modern way of storing files. In preparing their material, a teacher may have in the computer all the material that they need for a certain class or for the entire school year in one or in several folders. The folder/folders are placed in the Dropbox, after which the teacher chooses which users he’s going to share the material with. Furthermore, the teacher may open their Dropbox anytime on any computer and use the material, presentations etc. Dropbox (Dropbox) is certainly very useful and frequently used lately by teachers and students alike.

**ICT in the classroom**

In order to implement ICT in the LSP teaching, it is a prerequisite that a classroom has a computer, the Internet connection and an overhead projector. The task of teachers is to - in addition to providing materials and specialized articles - enable and create a real business environment for their students. With examples from YouTube that could feature such business environment or a business meeting, students will have the task to present business situations, business meetings or job interviews. There is an option to record such situations, which would be replayed for students to hear and analyze and see the mistakes they may have made. In electronic classrooms it is also possible to organize an email exchange between a number of students, while in this situation the professor’s role is that of a students’ coordinator and a manager in the teaching process.

In some well-equipped classrooms it is also possible to simulate a video conference, a form of meeting that is quite common in the world today. Namely, it enables business people to hold a meeting at the same time - from distant places, even from different continents - using the Internet, computer, Skype, and make important business decisions. Such meetings can be simulated in the classroom.

**ICT for self-study**

In this teaching process, foreign language teachers bear great responsibility. Today, when every person has a computer, Internet, email, Facebook account, Twitter account, blog and the like, an independent approach in language learning encompasses these means of communication without fail. The professor is a person who should give tasks that students ought to complete on their own, and he is to coordinate online (Learning and teaching practice).

Student self-study using ICT largely refers to websites, platforms and virtual classrooms.

Internet websites such as www.livemoccha.com or www.ver-taal.com enables students to make progress and learn foreign languages in a quite interactive and dynamic way. Some websites also have a network of teachers who are native speakers and who mentor students by pointing to mistakes and explaining potential difficulties.

It has already been said that students who learn language for specific purposes are more motivated, because the chosen foreign language is something that is closely connected with their profession, employment and career development.
Those LSP course attendants who already have jobs are the ones who finish the majority of online courses. They are motivated and individual work suits them well. They are also able to organize their schedule and adjust it to learning LSP. Online studying enables them to use materials and take tests 24/7, while also giving them freedom to set work and progress dynamics. Considering that learning a foreign language is closely linked with their profession, they do not need an environment and peer support, but it is in their interest to connect with colleagues and experts from different fields abroad. In addition to applying for online courses and platforms for learning LSP, foreign language learners may also take private lessons through Skype or use it for communicating with native speakers of the target language. Independent work also encompasses email exchange (with other course students or the teacher), posting important units topic-wise, on Facebook, blog, chat, etc.

The need to keep the contact with a student, to keep a record of his development and assess his performance has led to both development and perfection of the tool for managing learning processes called Learning Management System (LMS). One of the best Open Source Learning Management Systems Moodle platform (Moodle).

Moodle is a package for creating web-based courses and is quite favourable for learning LSP with a great opportunity for personalization that enables the teacher to create on-line courses with exceptionally rich interaction (Stanić, Gavrilović, 2011). According to the current statistical data, the number of users is 71,919,458, and the number of users in terms of different courses on Moodle platform is 103,589,549, whereas the number of teachers on the platform is 1,155,662 (Moodle). Moodle makes it possible to develop all four language skills. The exercises on the platform are interactive, they are done online and the results may be seen right away.

Aside from platforms, foreign language learning increasingly uses virtual classrooms and in the last couple of years so-called 3D virtual classrooms are being developed. Students are located in the real-time environment where they learn a foreign language. At the University in Bielefeld there is a 3D amphitheatre, where students come to the University through their avatars, listen to lectures and attend office hours.

Quite an interesting and a useful example is a 3D classroom for the Spanish language, which was premiered at the international conference in Madrid. Each course attendant in this 3D classroom has his avatar, which is located in the capital of Spain, Madrid. The students had the task to find a way, using their avatars, to the final goal, the Prado Museum. By engaging in the conversation with other course attendants, i.e. their avatars, their task was to find their way around, find the right transport and reach the goal (Ibáñez, et al, 2010).

Virtual classrooms enable experts from certain fields to establish a connection and to exchange, by learning a foreign language, experiences from a certain profession.

Considering that we’ve seen the example for a 3D virtual classroom along with the example of setting students, i.e. their customized avatars of choice in a realistic Madrid environment, it would be a good idea to create virtual offices, firms, business centres, hospitals, courts, restaurants and the like, where course attendants could, in a real environment and with other attendants, work and master their business skills in a foreign language. It is believed that the work in a 3D environment has a positive effect on students, especially those who are shyer or not quite communicative. In this way, practically without leaving the room, students can lose restraints, communicate and learn.

The movement that is attempting to introduce 3D technologies in the curriculum and intensify its use is called MMLO (Massively Multi – user Online Learning). “The MMOL platforms are mixed environments that bring an interactive learning space with the use of 3D technologies - 3D graphics, seri-
ous games, virtual reality, realistic simulations, mirror worlds, augmented reality, synchronous communication tools, live chat, web cams, and rich digital media to build collaborative online course environments and classrooms in which individuals participate in a real or figurative presence (avatar). The MMOL platforms provide educators and students with the ability to connect and communicate in a way that greatly enhances the learning experience” (Lorenzo, 2010).

The professor is a person who is supposed to create the syllabus and the textbook students use, to modify and adjust it to the virtual environment and other activities that include ICT. It is only by doing so that the teaching process can be realized in a quality-way, and this certainly affects the motivation in students, emphasizes their independence and gives them a possibility to learn a foreign language at their own pace and in keeping with other duties and private obligations.

Class model

Textbook – Complete First Certificate (language for general purpose textbook, not for business) (Brook-Hart 2008: 5)

- Level – B2 Upper-intermediate
- Unit 4 – Food, glorious food
- Number of lectures – 2 X 105 min
- Number of students in the group: 30

The unit from the textbook that is used for learning English language for specific purpose, can be changed, amended and adapted to suit the needs of specialized language, and classes can be organized using ICT. To successfully complete a teaching unit, aside from a textbook, the task of the teacher and students would be to prepare for the following additional activities:

Teacher: prepares the material that is connected with the professions in the catering industry, sets the following topics on either a blog or Facebook: restaurant, food (fruit, vegetables, desserts, meat, fish, sea food etc.), prepares YouTube videos related to restaurants, stores, food, dialogues, ordering and delivering food, and the like. Following this, students should make a CV and a motivational letter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit title</th>
<th>Reading</th>
<th>Writing</th>
<th>Use of English</th>
<th>Listening</th>
<th>Speaking</th>
<th>Vocabulary</th>
<th>Grammar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Table 1. Preview of the book unit (Source: Complete First Certificate)
Prior to the class, students should take photos and post on either the blog or Facebook relevant photographs according to categories, say what particular food is called and give examples for their use in a sentence.

In the class, the work dynamics should be as follows:

1. Discussion about food, type of food, restaurants and the like.
2. Overview of thematic blog, corrections, explanations, sentence examples.
3. Showing YouTube videos that simulate situations in restaurants, stores, in the kitchen and places where we meet with food and where food is prepared.
4. Introducing the topic of professions linked with food, analysis, what each employee needs to have, how they should behave and the like.
5. PPT presentations are used to show students how to make a CV, featuring the form they need to adhere to and learn about the content of the motivational letter.
6. Students write their own CV, creating a profession that is related to hospitality or tourism.
7. In the next section, students are put in groups, some are interviewers, some are potential candidates for a job. Should conditions allow, candidates and employers can be in separated classrooms, and may have job interviews through a video conference.
8. If possible, students may be recorded, after which the recordings will be played to correct potential mistakes.

Results

For the purpose of the research, we have used statistic data and surveys carried out among the students of the University of Singidunum, which has had a distance learning option available since the school year 2005/2006. This option was introduced precisely owing to the development of Internet technologies and ICT that made this kind of studying possible. The statistical data showed that the number of students rose year-on-year (Graph 1), which is substantiated by the fact that a large number of people wish to continue or upgrade their current education, regardless of their age and working status, but for some reason they were not able to attend lectures regularly by being physically present at the faculty (Radić Branisavljević, Milovanović, 2014).

![Graph 1. The number of DLS students per academic year](Source: Singidunum University)

![Graph 2. Survey results](own source)
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The survey encompassed 60 students who regularly attend University classes and regarded their need to use the Internet to study and learn foreign languages. All 60 students said that they have and use the Internet for studying purposes (graph 2, category 1). As many as 2/3 of respondents have perceived positively the opportunity to use Internet for learning a foreign language, while even more students said that they regularly use Internet as a learning tool (graph 2, category 2). However, only 1/3 of respondents deemed that it was possible to learn a language through the Internet, and yet 80% of all respondents attended an online course and/or plan to do so in the future (graph 2, category 3). As for their assessment of the Internet use in the classroom by teachers, an average grade of above 3.55 (graph 2) leads to a conclusion that students of today, who belong to the modern digital age, expect higher ICT implementation in teaching from their professors (Radic Branisavljevic, Milovanovic, 2014).

The results of the survey clearly confirm that even though all respondents have the Internet, which they use on a daily basis, they still do not think that it can serve as a serious tool for working and studying. They perceive it more as a means for fun and entertainment. Within the survey the respondents said that the major drawback in using the Internet for foreign language learning is absence of teachers, personal contact and feedback, that is explanations they can get straight away.

Discussion

The conclusion we may draw is that the Internet and ICT technologies have brought many novelties and improvements in foreign language teaching, especially in teaching language for specific purpose, because they enabled the use of practically endless source of information that is both authentic and modern. The information is available to students and teachers alike. Furthermore, ICT provided a new form of communication for students and teachers via platforms, forums, social networks, Skype etc. A great advantage of learning language online is the fact that course attendants are no longer time and classroom bound. Instead, they are free to organize their study time in keeping with their possibilities and interests. This is particularly convenient for foreign language students, since it enables them to learn a foreign language in line with their work-related commitments.

Advantages of this technologically advanced way of learning a foreign language are manifold and they overshadow potential drawbacks. This is why we believe that ICT in language learning has brought considerable changes and dynamics in studying per se, as well as in communication and exchange of information around the globe. Further development of information technologies will advance the work and development of professors themselves, but it will also improve the level of knowledge of specialized language among employees and experts from different fields.
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Употреба ИКТ-а у настави страног језика струке

Глобализација као јојава XX века која се интензивно наставља и у XXI веку и израђена економска криза јереличних јошина довеле су до велике миграције стручњака из свих областима из једне земље у другу. Ове јојаве заједно су условиле јоштер гузи да у јоштера за јоштор менају не само јерове већ и државе и континенти. Научници и истраживачи, као и интерактивни јерови, мењају своја места стицања ради јоштерних истраживања која се интензивирају у XXI веку.

Ове миграције су нужно наметнуле потребу за учењем страних језика, али не више само говорној језик, већ, све чешће, језик струке ради учења страних језика. Са развојем савремених технологија дошло је до Јеровате Јеровица и Јеровесте, већ касномеријално, уз Јеровену ИКТ-а, врло чешће и онлайн учеште, уз, наравно, и даље Јерусалий Јеровесте који, међутим, сада има Јеровну Јеровачу улоју и који се дебиё Јеросађава Јеровенама и Јерихвани Јеровноста увођења нових технологија у Јеросе учења страних језика и Јеросе Језика струке.

Циљ рада је да Јеросстави улоју наставника у Јеросесу учења страних језика, употребу ИКТ-а у настави страних језика и однос између наставника и ученика. Резултати Јеровене анкете и Јеровнимачки Јођави показују да Јеровци велико интегрисање за учењем страних језика струке јереко Јероправни, Јеросе које ослобођени. Из свега наведеног може се закључити да информационе технологије и ИКТ олакшавају и унапређују Јеросес учења страних језика струке, дугоћи да су мајерницама и курсеви јерусали Јеросле и њихов број се конститу‰но јоштерава.